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Tour Description

Explore the world with our specially curated travel programs and arrangements. Sedunia Travel specializes in fully personalized
travel arrangements to suit each traveling style whether it is Traveling in Group with Like-Minded People with Exclusive Private
Arrangements or even Independent Adventures for those wanting to head off the beaten path and explore. Choose from one of
our tried and tested classic itineraries or reach out to us to put together a fully tailor-made experience.

Tour Itinerary



Day 1 :- Arrive Shanghai

Upon arrival, meet and greet by tour guide then transfer The Bund. The Bund in Shanghai has a controversial history linked to
China’s resistance to Western powers settling and trading in the country. After losing the first Opium War in 1842, Shanghai was
forced to open under the Treaty of Nanking, granting Western powers trading rights. This led to the establishment of settlements
and concessions along the Huangpu River, transforming the once farmland and wetlands into a hub for wharves and trading
houses. The Treaty of Nanking, initially a triumph for the British, became a humiliation for the Chinese. In 1863, the British and
Americans collaborated to create the International Settlement, further expanding The Bund. Next to Hangpu River Cruise. After
that transfer to hotel for check-in. Free at own leisure.

Day 2 :- Shanghai

After breakfast, proceed toPearl of the Oriental TV Tower is located in Pudong Park in Lujiazui, Pudong
New Area, Shanghai. Surrounded by the Yangpu Bridge in the northeast and the Nanpu Bridge in the southwest, it creates a
picture of ‘twin dragons playing with pearls’. The entire scene is a photographic jewel that excites the imagination and attracts
thousands of visitors year-round. Next to, Shanghai Chenghuanmiao, or Shanghai Old City God Temple in English, is one of the
most popular scenic area as well as shopping center for travelers. Chenghuangmiao, a famous Taosim temple in Shanghai
area, is the must-see attraction when traveling in Shanghai. Next continue to Nanjing Road.China’s premier shopping street, the
5.5-km-long (3.4-mile-long) Nanjing Road, starts at the Bund in the east and ends
in the west at the junction of Jing’an Temple and West Yan’an Street. Today it is a must-see metropolitan destination attracting
thousands of fashion-seeking shoppers from all over the world.Next to World’s Biggest Starbucks Store with Roastery which is
the largest Starbucks in the world with a total square-footage of 30,000 square feet. The Roastery features in-house roasting,
three coffee bars, an augmented reality experience designed by Chinese e-commerce giant Alibaba, and a special
Teavana tea bar. Back to hotel

Breakfast

Day 3 :- Shanghai

After breakfast, proceed to the Zhujiajiao Old Town Located in Qingpu District of Shanghai, Zhujiajiao Water Town, aka
Zhujiajiao Water Village, is well-known throughout the country, with a history of more than 1,700 years. Covering an area of 47
square kilometers (11,614 acres), the little fan-shaped town, being regarded as Shanghai’s Venice, glimmers like a bright pearl
in the landscape of lakes and mountains. Next to, WuKang Road – Anfu Road. Next to ,XINTIANDI -French Concession is
centrally
located in Shanghai, near Huaihai Road C., the Huangpi Road S. Station of the Metro Line, and the intersection of north-south
and east-west elevated roads. Covering a site area of 30,000 square meters with a gross floor area of 60,000 square meters,
Xintiandi involves preserving and transforming historic long-tang and Shikumen structures south of Huai Hai Zhong Road, a
prestigious commercial center in Shanghai. Back to hotel

Breakfast

Day 4 :- Depart Shanghai

After breakfast at the hotel, free at leisure until time for transfer to
the airport for your flight departure.

Breakfast

Tour Prices

No of Pax Single Twin/ Triple Child With Bed Child No Bed

2-3 Adults RM 5,228 RM 4,228 RM 4,128 RM 3,298

4-5 Adults RM 3,808 RM 2,758 RM 2,708 RM 2,168

6-7 Adults RM 3,448 RM 2,378 RM 2,338 RM 1,878

8-9 Adults RM 3,168 RM 2,088 RM 2,058 RM 1,648

What's included

Destination  China
Departure Location  Shanghai

Return Location  Shanghai

./destination/china/


Price includes

● ~ 3 nights’ accommodation
● ~ Private transfer with experience local driver during tour
● ~Services of Mandarin / English-speaking guide
● ~Sightseeing
● meal and entrance fee as indicated at itinerary

Price does not include

●  Travel insurance
●  Others no mentioned
●  Tipping – RM 85 per person
●  Return international flight ticket
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